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In February the U.S. District Court for the Northern District 
of California ruled in Patel v. Facebook Inc.1 that the plaintiffs’ 
allegations that Facebook violated the statutory notice-and-
consent procedures of Illinois’ Biometric Information Protection  
Act2 were enough to state a claim of an intangible harm that 
constitutes a concrete injury-in-fact sufficient to confer Article III 
standing. 

The court has since certified the case as a class action, finding that 
it is possible for the class members to show in a unified way that 
they are “aggrieved” under BIPA because a violation of the statute 
is the only injury they must prove.3

In denying Facebook’s motion to dismiss, the District Court found 
that BIPA vested in Illinois residents the right to control their 
biometric information by requiring notice before collection and the 
ability to withhold consent. 

By creating these protections, Illinois lawmakers codified a right of 
privacy in personal biometric information. As a result, a violation 
of the procedural rights granted by BIPA necessarily amounts to a 
concrete injury because it infringes on the privacy rights protected 
by the statute. 

As the U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Spokeo Inc. v. Robins, 
violation of statutory procedural rights can be sufficient to confer 
standing.4 Therefore, the class plaintiffs were not required, as 
Facebook argued, to show any additional “real-world harms.”

The ruling on standing foreshadowed the granting of class 
certification, as the court applied the same logic — that violation 
of the statute constitutes a concrete injury — to find that class 
members could rely on common proof to show that they were 
harmed by Facebook’s collection of their biometric information.

The court also interpreted BIPA’s statutory language that a person 
“aggrieved” by a violation has a private right of action as not 
requiring the pleading of additional “actual injury,” so individual 
issues would not predominate.

That is not to say that there aren’t significant factual issues 
in finding that Facebook violated BIPA, as the District Court 
emphasized when it recently denied the parties’ cross-motions for 
summary judgment.5 

The case is now set to proceed to trial in July. The certified class is 
slightly narrower than the plaintiffs’ initial proposal of all Illinois 
users appearing in a photograph uploaded to Facebook. Instead, it 
includes only Illinois users for whom Facebook created and stored 
a face template.

Facebook has petitioned the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for 
review of the certification ruling. In the meantime, there appears 
to be a bright path to class certification for those whose biometric 
information was captured and stored after June 7, 2011, in violation 
of BIPA’s plain language.

That path may be dimmed by a proposed amendment to the statute. If it 
becomes law, the amendment will exempt private entities from BIPA if:

(1) The biometric information is used exclusively for employment, 
human resources, fraud prevention or security purposes;

(2) The company does not profit from the information collected; 
or 

(3) The company protects biometric information in the same way 
it protects its own confidential information.6

Even if it is not applied retroactively,7 the amendment could 
wipe out litigation involving employers that use fingerprint-
capture technology relating to access control and employee 
time-keeping systems. This type of case currently comprises the  
bulk of BIPA class litigation.

STATUTORY DEVELOPMENTS
Though Illinois remains the only state where a private right of 
action exists for violation of biometric data privacy laws, in recent  
months two more states have introduced legislation that could 
expand the availability of BIPA-like claims.

In New York, A.B. 9793 provides a private right of action against 
private entities with statutory damages of $1,000 for negligent 
violations and $5,000 for intentional or reckless violations, 
injunctive relief and attorney fees and costs, including expert 
witness fees and other litigation expenses.
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In Indiana, S.B. 248 makes violations actionable under 
the Indiana Deceptive Consumer Sales Act and subject to 
statutory damages of $500, which may be increased up to 
$1,000 for willful violations, and attorney fees.

Other states have also taken legislative action in this area. 
Of the bills creating a private right of action introduced last 
year in Alaska, Michigan, Montana and New Hampshire, New 
Hampshire’s bill moved closer to becoming law when the 
state House passed it in January.8 The legislation is currently 
being considered in the state Senate.

The Montana bill died in the standing committee.9 And 
Texas remains the only state other than Illinois with a statute 
regulating the collection of biometric information that 
provides for monetary penalties.10

GOOGLE DENIES ACCESS IN REGULATED STATES

Google made its own headlines early this year when the selfie 
feature in its Arts & Culture app, which matched users’ faces 
with works of art bearing a resemblance, became a cultural 
phenomenon, and the company seemingly took a stance on 
BIPA laws.

Users in Illinois and Texas were dismayed to discover that the 
function was not available to them, which Google confirmed 
was intentional.11 Google withheld the functionality from 
users in Illinois and Texas even though the app complied with 
those states’ notice and consent requirements.

While voters can hardly be expected to cry foul to their 
representatives over missing out on the latest selfie craze, 
Google’s clear statement that states with penalties can be 
avoided raises what could become a serious issue as more 
products with biometric-enabled features are introduced.

The time may come when citizens in these states will have to 
choose which they value more: an intangible right to privacy, 
as defined by lawmakers in the state capitol, or having access 
to new tech developments.  
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